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Abstract
Using elementary methods we derive a simple criterion to decide if a nested 
radical of the form a/ t y a  +  yfj3 can be denested. We present two methods to 
compute such a denesting.
1 Introduction
As for many subjects in number theory the history of denesting nested radicals leads 
us to  Srinivasa Ramanujan (1887-1920). One of the questions he sent to  the Journal 
of the Indian Mathematical Society was Question 525 [7]:
Shew how to find the square roots of surds of the form \fA  +  \/~B and 
hence prove that
(i) \ j \/5  — v^4 =  |  ( ^ 2 +  \/20 — v^25),
(ii) \ j \/28 — v^27 =  |  ^\/98 — ^28  -  l ) .
In one of his notebooks we can find the theorem this question must have been based 
upon.
T h eo rem . If rn,n are arbitrary, then
\jm,\J 4m — 8 n + r i \ / i r o  +  n
=  ± |  (V (4 to  +  n ) 2  +  { / i (to -  2n)(4m + n) -  { /2 (to -  2n ) 2  'j .
It is easy to  verify th a t this equation is valid by squaring both sides, but it is harder 
to  understand why the denesting is of this form. And it is not clear at all, when a 
nested radical of the above form can be denested, if the denesting will have to  be of 
this form
In this paper we will describe how to denest nested radicals of the form
\J  \ /a  +  \[Ji,
for rational numbers a  and ¡3. We will compare this method to  the theorem above 
and prove the following theorem th a t shows the generality of Ram anujan’s formula.
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T h e o re m . Let a, (i € Q% such that ( i /a  is not a cube in Q. The nested radical
can be denested if and only if there exist integers to, n such that
/3 (4 to +  n)n3 
a  4 ( t o  — 2n)m3 '
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2 Definitions
In this section we will give some definitions concerning the denesting of nested radicals. 
As will be clear from the examples in the introduction, nested radicals are expressions 
involving root signs. Denesting nested radicals means rewriting these expressions in 
such a way th a t less root signs appear inside each other.
We will follow the definitions of [2], [3], [5], [6] and [10].
D e fin itio n  1. A nested radical over a field K  is an expression inductively defined by
• For every a € K ,  ‘a ’ is a nested radical over K  (where we mean by ‘a ’, the 
expression representing a).
•  Given nested radicals A, B  over K  also the expressions .1 — />’. .1 — />’. .1 • />’ 
and A / B  are nested radicals over K.
• Given a nested radical A over K  and a natural number n >  2, the expression 
\ /A  is a nested radical over K  too.
Nested radicals are multi valued; one nested radical can represent different values, like 
\[4 can have the values 2 and —2. For the denesting of nested radicals these values 
are im portant as we will see in example 4. In this paper we will fix the values for the 
expressions according to  the following two rules. Given a real number a , the nested 
radical $/a  will represent the unique real root of a. When a  is a positive real number 
then s/a  represents the positive square root of a.
D e fin itio n  2. Given a nested radical over K  we define its nesting depth over K ,  
dep th^ , inductively as
• if a G K , then depthi f (‘a ’) =  0.
• depthi f (.4 +  B) =  depthi f (.4 — B) =  depthi f (.4 x B) =  d e p th ^ (A/B)  =  
max (depth^ (.4), depth K (Bj).
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• dep th^  y v A J  =  1 +  depthi f (.4).
Note th a t by dep th^  (.4 x B) we mean the depth of the expression A x B  itself, not 
the depth of some evaluated expression. For example, when we take A =  B =  y/2, 
then the expression A x B  is y/2y/2 and not 2, therefor its nesting depth is 1.
This allows us to  define the denesting of a nested radical.
D e fin itio n  3. Let A be a nested radical over K  representing the value a. We call B  a 
denesting of A over K  for the value a , if B  also is a nested radical over K  representing 
a  and depthK (B) < depthi f (.4).
E x am p le  4. Let
A = \js/ 5 + 2 -  \js/5^2.
Fixing the values as agreed upon above, the denesting of A is 1. When we allow all 
the possible values, assuming th a t y/5 in both occurrences represents the same value, 
then the minimal polynomials belonging to  the values of A are,
x — 1, x2 +  x +  I, x 2  +  x +  4, and .r1 — .r:i — 'Ax ' — l.r — 16.
All values in one minimal polynomial have the same denesting, we find the denestings
1, +  +  and |  (3  +  7 = 3  ) (>/5 -  l )  +  1.
3 Field of denesting
In this section we will determine a field in which a nested radical
for rationals a  and (i, can be denested if a denesting exists a t all. To be able to  apply 
results from Galois theory we will need some roots of unity, but as we will see later, 
these won’t  appear in the denesting.
Let Qm denote the m -th cyclotomic field, so Qm =  Q ((m ) for a primitive m -th 
root of unity (m. By Q *  we denote the field extension of Q containing all roots of 
unity: Qm =  Q (U{Cm})-
L em m a  5. Let K  be a field containing the field Qœ- Let a ,b i,b 2 , . . .  , h  £ K  and 
n, to i, TO2 , . . .  ,m t € N. Suppose that
s/a £ L =  K  m^ /b[ , ■ ■ ■ 
then there exists an element 7 £ L with
7 = n  
i=l
for integers 0 < I, < to,, such that y /a  £ 7 • K .
V  U l  5
¿ 1
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Proof. A basis of the field L is given by the different elements Cj of the form
t t 
n  v J l  5 
¿=1
for integers 0 < I, < to, for all i G { 1 ,.. .  , t}.  As \fa  G L, there are elements aj G K  
such tha t
j
Because K  contains all roots of unity the extension L over i f  is a Galois extension, 
let its Galois group be G. For a  G G we then have
c ( Va) = J 2 aja(cj)-
3
T hat is
C7\fa>= <7,3C3->
3
for an n-th root of unity and roots of unity for all j.
The elements Cj are lineairly independent over K  and because G K  for all j
it follows from the equations 3 and 3 th a t for all j .  This holds for every
a  G G, hence there can be at most one index j  for which aj ^  0. Thus ¡¡/a G Cj ■ K  
for some j .  □
P ro p o s i tio n  6. Let a, (i G Q *. If the nested radical
can be denested over Q then there exist x , y , z  G Qoo, m  G N and b G Q such that 
^ + ^ = ^ V b ( x  +  y f / i ^ + z f / ( j 3 j W <
Proof It is clear th a t -\J y/a +  \ffi can be denested over Q if and only if 1 +  \ f i i ju  
can be denested over Q. T hat means if and only if there exists an element B  in the 
field generated by the set
{a  G C | a ” G Q for some n G f f } ,
such th a t B 2  =  1 +  {/¡3/a. It is easy to  verify th a t over Q<*> is a Galois extension 
with a basis of real elements of the form ”1sfbi, where to, is an integer, to* >  2, and 
fej G Q. There is a finite subset of these basis elements such tha t
S g Q o o ( ^ M )  ( mVh,  , mV h ) .
Now apply lemma 5 with K  =  ^ \ / ¡ if  a  j , n =  2 and a =  1 +  y/[3/a. We conclude 
tha t y j  1 +  \ f i i j a  =  B  G ’Vb • Qoo ( \fW Ja j  for some to G N and some b G Q. □
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Let us have a closer look at the factor \/b in the previous proposition. As we know 
th a t B 2  £ Qoc ft/at^ we see th a t /^V2 £ Qoo (y /ft/at^.  Once again applying
lemma 5, we see th a t £ \ f f t j a k • Qoo for some k £ {0,1,2}, and thus \/b =
\ f ] \fftjci for some ƒ £ Qoo and some I £ {0,1,2}.
After renaming x, y and z we find the following result.
C o ro lla ry  7. Let a, ft £ Q*. The nested radical
y / ÿ à + V ë
can be denested over Q if and only if there exist k £ N, ƒ £ Qoo and x ,y  and 
z £ y / f  ■ Qoo such that
R e m a rk : in the corollary we only state th a t ƒ £ Qoo, in section 5 we will see tha t 
in fact ƒ £ Q.
4 Existence
In the previous section we proved th a t denesting y /  y/ct +  yfft, for rationals a  and ft, 
is equivalent to  finding special elements x, y and z in y /J ■ Q ^ . In this section we will 
determine conditions under which such elements exist. We will use th a t the quotients 
x / z  and y / z  are elements of Qoo-
D e fin itio n  8 . Let a, ft £ Q*, such th a t ft ¡a  is not a cube in Q. The polynomial 
Fp/a £ Q[i] is defined by
F0/a = t 4 +  4t3 +  8 - t  -  4 -  =  0.
'  a a
P ro p o s i tio n  9. Let a , /3 € Q*? such that ( i /a  is not a cube in Q. The nested radical
y / t fa+ Vv
can be denested over Q if and only if the polynomial Fp/a has a root in Qoo-
Proof. As we have seen above, for y /  yfa +  yfft to  be denested over Q, there must be 
x , y , z  £ s / f  ■ Qoo, with ƒ £ Qoo such tha t
1 +  \ / f t l a  =  +  y y / f t /a  +  zy j { f t ¡a ) 2  ) .
Note th a t 1, yff t ja  and yj{f t¡a ) 2  are linearly independent over y/J  • Qoo-, as they 
are linearly independent over Qoo and y/J  is of degree at most two over Qoo- Therefore
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coefficients of like powers on both sides must be equal. This leads to  the following 
equations:
1 =  x 2  +  2 yz — (1)
(2)
(3)
a
0 =  y 2  +  2 xz
1 =  — z 2  +  2 xy 
a
We may assume th a t z ^  0 (since z =  0 implies y =  0 and this gives a contradiction 
in (3)). Substitution of
in Q oo.
P ro p o s i tio n  10. If Fp/a (t) € Q[i] is irreducible, then it has no root in Qoo-
Proof. Consider the number field Q(v),  where v € Qoo satisfies Fp/a (v) =  0. By­
assumption this is a quartic field th a t is contained in Qoo- Hence it is a Galois 
extension over Q with an Abelian Galois group, for which the only possibilities are 
V4 and C4 .
The discriminant of Fp/a is
which is not a square in Q and hence the Galois group is not a subgroup of A4, so 
th a t rules out V4 . To prove th a t the Galois group cannot be C4 either, we apply the 
following criterion from [8] (see also [4] and [9]):
T h e o re m  11. Let K  be a number field. The polynomial
i 4 -  4(At2 + 2B t + C )  G K[t]
has Galois group C4 if and only if the roots r \ , r 2, r 3 of the associated resolvent poly­
nomial R =  t 3 — 2At2 +  (A2  +  C)t — B 2  satisfy the following properties:
in (1) and (3) yields
The combination of which leads to  the quartic equation
in y /z . □
For \J  y/a +  y/j3 to  be denestable now is equivalent to  the existence of a root of Fj3/ a
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(%) exactly one of the roots is an element of K ,  say r\ € K
(ii) the root in K  is not a square in K ;  r\ ^ K 2
(in) for the other two roots, r 2 and r 3, it holds that € K 2.
In our situation the polynomial
Fg/a (t ~  1) =  i4 ^  6i2 +  8 ( — +  1 ^ i — 1 2 — — 3 1 \ a  )  a
=  t4 — 4 — 2 ( — +  1^ i +  3 — +  |
a  J a  4
generates the same field as Fp/a . Its resolvent polynomial is
R =  t3 —3t2 +  3 (  — +  1^ i  — f — +  1 
\ a  J \ a
Let r i , r 2 and r 3 be the roots of R,  with r\ € Q. Then r i r 2r 3 =  ( f3/a+  l ) 2, and 
so (r2 — r 3)2/(4 r 2r 3) is a square in Q if and only if r\ is a square in Q. Thus by 
Theorem 11 the Galois group cannot be C4 either, which proves the proposition. □
P ro p o s i tio n  1 2 . Suppose that Fp/a (t) =  G iG 2 € Q[i], with G\ and G 2 quadratic 
polynomials. Then (i /a  =  53 for some 5 G Q.
Proof. As we have seen above
F0/a (t -  1) =  i4 -  6i2 +  8 ( -  +  l l i  -  12^  -  3.
1 \ a  J a
Suppose there exist a i , a 2, 6i , 62 € Q such tha t Fp/a (t — 1) =  G iG 2, where G, =  
t2 + ait + bi, for i = 1,2. By equating coefficients this is equivalent to  the existence 
of a \ , a2 , 61, 62 G Q such tha t
a\ + ct2 = 0, 
b\ +  62 +  a ia 2 =  —6,
a26i + ai62 = 8 ( — + 1 
\ a
and 0h b 2 =  ^ 1 2 — — 3. 
a
Combining the first two of these equations we find th a t
bi +  62 =  a? — 6
7
, _  12  o 4 (P , 1 
0 \ — ~~ 3 — — ( — h i
W ith the first and the third equation this leads to
And with
h -  12  « 4  (ßÖ2  — — 3 +  — ( ----h i
a\ \a
A  Í
a± \ a
— I 2b± + 6 H---- I — h 1 I I I 262 ~h 6 -------I — h i
1 a\ \ a  J  J  \ a\ \ a
we find the equation
2
t 3 -  12t2 +  48 ( -  +  1 ) -  64 ( -  +  1
\ a  J \ a
which a\ should satisfy. When we define a =  a\ and solve the equation for (3 ¡a  +  1, 
which is rational, we get
(3 48a ±  ^/256a2 (a — 3) 3a ±  as/a — 3 
a +  ~~ 128 ~~ 8 '
So a — 3 must be a square in Q, but then
¡3 3a — 8 ±  a\Ja — 3 
a  8 ’
When a =  u2 ¡v 2  and a — 3 =  w 2 ¡v 2 with u ,v ,w  € Q this gives 
¡3 3u2v —8v3±u 2w / v ± w s
a  8 v 3 \  2 v
Hence if Fp/a is the product of two polynomials of degree two, then ¡3¡a  is the third 
power of 8  =  (v +  w ) / 2 v £ Q. □
C o ro lla ry  13. Let a, (3 £ Q* such that ¡3¡a  is not a cube in Q. Then the nested 
radical
can be denested over Q if and only if Fp/a (t) € Q[i] has a rational root.
If a  or ¡3 is equal to 0 or ¡3¡a  is a cube in Q then this nested radical can always 
be denested. If ¡3¡a  =  c3 for some c € Q then
\J  \ / a  +  \f]3  =  \J \fo t +  c\fot =  \ /a ^ / ( c +  1 ).
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5 Com putations
Now we can compute the denesting of \J\'fa +  if it exists. By corollary 7 there 
are x, y and z such tha t
\J  1 +  =  x +  y \ / (3 /a  +  z \ J  ( /3 /a f
Defining s =  y / z ,  the rational root of Fp/a, and using the relations between x, y and 
z, we find
\J \ fa  +  \f ] i  =  ± z \ j \ f a  +  s \ / /3 /a  +  \J(/3/a)
=  ± z  
=  ±
3/ 9y a z
V 2
1 1
\ ß s°a
I « 2 +  s ^ / ß / a  +  y  i ß/a)
~\s2¥c? + s^/aß ~ (4)
T h e o re m  14. Let a , (i £ Q* such that ¡3 is not a cube in Q. Then the nested radical
/a+ \/Ji
can be denested over Q if and only if there exist elements f ,  s € Q such that
\J  \fa +  =  ± - —  "v/a2 +  s yf ct/3 +  \ [ W  ) ,
where s will be the rational root of Fp/a and ƒ =  (i — s3 a.
E x am p le  15. Computing the rational roots of F_ A / 5 and F_27/28 we now are able 
to  compute the denestings from the introduction. As
we find tha t
F_4 / 5 ( -2 )  =  F_2 7 /2 8  M )  =  0 
y j \ f 5 -  \ f i  =  ( - 2 v /25 +  2v/20 +  2v/2 )
and
^28  — \f27 = ---- ^ 3 s f ^ f r 2 8 + s f ^ P
v s/272 V 2 -
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E x am p le  16. The nested radicals we denest do not have to  be real. For example, 
when we take a  =  —2 7  and ¡3 =  7 we get
\ j - 4 ^ 2 +  V7.
For this nested radical, the polynomial
a , q 56 28 F-i/27 — t + 4 1
has rational root —1/2. Substituting this in the denesting (4) gives
J - 4^/2+ n  =  ± — - —
V7 — 16 V J )
= ±i-\{2s/4 + 2s/U+
E x am p le  17. Until now, we only denested nested radicals for which both a  and ¡3 
were integers. Now let a  =  2 and ¡3 =  —1/2, then ¡3¡a  =  —1/4. The rational root of 
F -i/ 4 is — 1. This leads to  the denesting
^ - y i 72 = - ^ = ( - | ^ 4 - ^ = i + y i 7 4 ) ,
which we simplify to
6 Comparison to Ramanujan’s denesting
The denesting given by equation (4) seems to  have no similarity with Ram anujan’s 
denesting, but we will show th a t they give a denesting for exactly the same class of 
nested radicals of the form _________
w here a, ¡3 G Q* an d  ¡3¡a  is n o t a  cube in Q.
T h e o re m  18. Fp/a (t) € Q[i] has a root in Q if and only if there exist integers m ,n  
such that
¡3 (4 to +  n)n3 
a  4 (to — 2 n)m 3
Proof Let s be a rational root of Ff3/ a . Then
s4 +  4s3 +  8 - s  -  4 -  =  0, 
a  a
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so s3(s +  4) =  4(3/a(—2s +  1). T hat is:
[3 _  s3(s +  4) 
a  4(1 — 2«)
Writing s =  n /m  for integers n, m  gives
¡3 (4 to +  n)n3 
a  4(m — 2n)m3 '
On the other hand, if ¡3¡a  can be written in the above form then it is easy to  verify 
th a t F0 / a (n/m)  =  0. □
C o ro lla ry  19. Let a, (3 € Q*, such that ¡3¡a  is not a cube in Q. The nested radical
can be denested over Q if and only if there exist integers to, n such that
¡3 (4to +  n)n3 
a  4 (to — 2 n)m 3
Now we can use Ram anujan’s denesting
\ j  m \ /4 { m  — 2 n) +  n sf im  +  n
=  ± |  ^ ( 4 to +  n ) 2  +  { / 4 (to -  2n)(4m +  n) -  {/2(rn -  2n ) 2  ) (5)
to  find a denesting for \J  %/a, +  /^]3, as
This formula looks pretty awkward, and in the case th a t both a  and (3 are integers 
the question arises if we are not able to  find integers to, n such tha t
¡3 =  (4to +  n)n3 and a  =  4(m — 2n)m3.
If this were possible, we could immediately substitute this pair to, n in Ram anujan’s 
denesting formula. Unfortunately, this will not always work as the following examples 
show.
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E xam ple 20. Let us try  to  denest the expression
v^ 5 — \/I.
When we take a  =  —4 and ¡3 =  5, we see th a t for m =  n =  1 we have a  =  4(m — 2n)m3 
and ¡3 =  (4m +  n)n3. So
However, when we take a  =  5 and ¡3 =  —4, which is a more obvious thing to  do, we 
will not be able to  find integers to, n as described above, although
f3 (—4 +  2)23
a  4( —1 — 4 )(^ 1 )3
This is the case because numerator and denominator at the right hand side are not 
relatively prime.
E x am p le  21. Now look at
\ / s  — 5 ^ 7 .
For this nested radical, for each of the choices a  =  ± 7 35 and a  =  ± 83, we are not 
able to  find integers to, n such th a t a  =  (4to +  n)n3 and ¡3 =  4(to — 2n)m3. For in 
both
[3 (16 +  5)53 , [3 ( - 20 +  8)83
— and — =
a  4(4 —10)43 a  4 (^5  -  16)(^5)3
the numerator and the denominator are not coprime integers.
To determine a denesting, we take a  =  83 and (3 =  — 7 • 53, as we have seen
/3 - 7  • 53 (16 +  5)53
a  83 4(4 — 10)43 ’
Using th a t the greatest common divisor of the numerator and the denominator is 3, 
we see th a t ____  _______  ______________________
y J - V 3  y /s  — 5\^7 =  4%/4(4 -  10) +  5 ^ l6 T 5 .
And this last expression we can denest with Ram anujan’s formula for to =  4 and 
n =  5. So the denesting becomes
^ 8 ^ 5 ^ 7 =  -^U = ( - ^ 2 P  + 2 ^ 3  + 2^9^ .
The most difficult steps in the two denesting methods we have seen are computing 
the rational root of the polynomial Fp/a and determining integers to, n such tha t
¡3 (4to +  n)n3
a  4 (to — 2 n)m 3
For computing the integers to, n as meant above we have the following theorem.
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T h e o re m  22. Given a, (3 € Q* and coprime integers m ,n  such that
/3 (4 to +  n)n3 
a  4(m — 2n)m3 '’
then n3 *s a divisor of the the numerator of 4/3/ a  and to3 *s a divisor of the denomi­
nator of ¡3¡a .
Proof. Define d =  gcd(numerator(/3/a),denominator(/3/a:)). Let p  be a prime such 
th a t p  | d. If p =  2 then n must be even and then 4 | d and 8 { d. If p  is odd, then 
p  | 4to +  n and p  | to — 2n, th a t is p  | 9. We conclude th a t d is a divisor of 36.
Now we can derive th a t n3 is a divisor of the numerator of 4(3¡a  because if 3 | n 
then 3 { d. Similarly to3 is a divisor of the denominator of (3¡a  because if 2 | to or 
3 | to then these primes will not divide d. □
Computing the rational root of Fp/a is equally difficult, as we can see when we look 
at prime divisors of the numerator and the denominator of s in the integer equation 
th a t we can derive from Fp/a (s) =  0:
4  i 1 3  q $s +  4s =  4 -----8 — s.
a  a
Finally, one could wonder, as Ram anujan’s denesting formula lacks obvious sym­
metry, what happens if the roles of a  and (3 interchange. The answer is th a t we find 
the same simplification, putting p  =  —n /\ /2  and q =  m\/2.  (This explains why in 
example 20 we were not able to  find integers to and n such th a t a  =  4 (to — 2n)m 3 
and (3 =  (4to +  n)n3 for the choice a  =  5 and (3 =  —4.) If we define p  and q in this 
way, it holds tha t
a  =  4 (to — 2 n)m 3 =  (4 p +  q)q3 
13 =  (4to +  n)nz =  4(p — 2q)p3.
Since
(4to +  n f  =  (2^ 2q -  s/2p) " =  2(p -  2q f2(to -  2n f  =  2 ( | q- +  4pq +  8p2) =  (4p  +  q)2 
4(to — 2n)(4rn +  n) =  4 (2q2 +  7pq -  4p2) =  -4 ( p  -  2q)(4p +  q),
we may replace to and n simply by p  and q in the right hand side of Ram anujan’s 
formula:
\ ] s f ( 3 +  V a  =  ± |  ( —5/(4p +  q) 2  -  %/4(p^2q)(4p +  q ) +  1/2 (p -  2  q f
13
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